
Summer Math Assignment Incoming 7th Grade

Dear Parents of OLA Middle School Students,

We will continue to use the interactive math program, IXL, for summer math
work. Since the summer learning loss is still something we are concerned with, but
acknowledging that the students need a break from screens, I will be assigning the most
relevant skills to ensure success next year. These are skills that the kids have already
learned over the course of the school year. Over the summer, students are expected to
work for 5 hours or reach 90% on each of these skills, whichever comes first. When
we return in the fall, after a brief review period, the kids will be quizzed on their ability
with these skills.

The summer assignment will be graded based on 90% completion of the
suggested skills or the amount of time spent actively working on IXL and it will be
weighted as ½ of a test -- 50 points. Thus, each ½ hour fully completed is worth 5
points.

Our hope is that the review will take place over the entire summer rather than
during the last few days before we return to school. Ideally, your child will be working on
IXL a couple of times a week over the course of ten weeks. All work should be
completed between June 16th and August 31st. Work completed after this
deadline, although great, WILL NOT be counted towards your grade.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me:
Patricia.fothergill@ourladysacademy.org

Thank you for your support!

Patty Fothergill

mailto:Patricia.fothergill@ourladysacademy.org


Dear Students,

This summer for math practice I have listed the most important skills you need to start
7th Grade Math. These are some of the most important topics we covered this school
year.
You need to reach 90% on each of these skills OR spend five hours in total practicing –
whichever comes first!  This work will represent 50 points, half of a test grade. When
you return in the fall, after a brief review of these skills, you will take a quiz on the
material I listed. This September quiz will be worth 50 points, the other half of your test
grade!

If you encounter an assigned skill that you don’t remember how to do, use the problem
solving techniques you learned in fifth grade:  go back to your notes, on IXL choose
“Learn by Example,” or “Not Feeling Ready – Try these Skills First”, ask a friend, or view
tutorials on the topic at Khan Academy, Math Antics or Math is Fun.

If you complete the material in your grade level rather quickly and you want to keep
working please either master all the skills or challenge yourself by finding the
corresponding skill in the next grade level and attempt those problems!

If you have any questions, email me! My email is:
patricia.fothergill@ourladysacademy.org I will answer within a day or two.

Have a great summer!

Mrs. Fothergill
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Below are the skills you should be working on this summer.  All work is in the 6th
Grade tab.  IXL often changes their Skill numbering during the summer, so instead of
using A2 for example, I have used the permanent skill ID you should search to work on
the skill.   This skill ID never changes.

TY5 Write multiplication expressions using exponents

XDA Evaluate exponents

HC5 Find the missing exponent or base

9CP Prime factorization

AMB Greatest common factor

NGA Least common multiple

ZB8 GCF and LCM: word problems

P6W Add, subtract, multiply, or divide two decimals

8HT Add, subtract, multiply, or divide two decimals: word problems

2VR Add, subtract, multiply, or divide two fractions

RDY Add, subtract, multiply, or divide two fractions: word problems

VMW Add, subtract, multiply, or divide two integers

8N4 Percent of Numbers and Money Amounts

ZAV Convert between percents, fractions, and decimals

VMB Does x satisfy an equation?

VG8 Which x satisfies an equation?

T53 Solve one-step multiplication and division equations with decimals and whole
numbers

BXY Solve one-step equations: word problems

7JV Solve equations involving integers

https://www.ixl.com/analytics/skill-analysis?#skill=2001000376
https://www.ixl.com/analytics/skill-analysis?#skill=2001000377
https://www.ixl.com/analytics/skill-analysis?#skill=2001000378
https://www.ixl.com/analytics/skill-analysis?#skill=2001000379
https://www.ixl.com/analytics/skill-analysis?#skill=2001000375
https://www.ixl.com/analytics/skill-analysis?#skill=2001000233
https://www.ixl.com/analytics/skill-analysis?#skill=2009005050
https://www.ixl.com/analytics/skill-analysis?#skill=2020001280
https://www.ixl.com/analytics/skill-analysis?#skill=2001000121
https://www.ixl.com/analytics/skill-analysis?#skill=2001000121
https://www.ixl.com/analytics/skill-analysis?#skill=2002025925
https://www.ixl.com/analytics/skill-analysis?#skill=2001000131

